Pursuing a Jewish Life at Temple Emanu-El

1. Join Temple Emanu-El
2. Celebrate!
3. Set date for mikvah and conversion ceremony
4. Rabbi decides student is ready for conversion
5. Student meets with assigned rabbi and completes "requirements for conversion"
6. Diana meets with RDR to assign students to rabbis
7. Receive mentor between classes 4 and 6
8. Diana and Baderech Chairs meet with Choosing Judaism teachers after class 3 to assign mentors
9. Diana and Baderech Chairs meet with Choosing Judaism teachers after class 3 to discuss mentor qualities and preferences
10. Fill out Baderech Interest Form for mentor assignment in class 3 and receive call from Baderech chair to discuss mentor qualities and preferences
11. Complete Stepping Stones Part I and Part II and Begin leading a Jewish life by attending services, taking classes, etc.
12. Talk with Diana Cohen Einstein about interest in Judaism
13. Note: Cannot miss more than 2 classes in each part
14. Fill out Conversion Interest Form
15. Diana meets with Stepping Stones teachers to review each student
16. Diana and RDR meet to review each student and assign them to a rabbi
17. RDR, ROH and RAK call each student, discuss their interest in conversion and give approval to move into Choosing Judaism
18. Complete Choosing Judaism
19. Note: cannot miss more than 1 class